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Abstract 
Background: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are rare of all gastrointestinal neoplasms with 
histology and immunohistochemistry similar to gastrointestinal stromal tumors. They occur outside the 
gastrointestinal tract rarely and are, hence, called the extra gastrointestinal stromal tumors (EGIST). 
Herein, we report a rare case of malignant extraintestinal gastrointestinal tumor.  

Case report: A 39 yr old female presented to the surgical OPD with a lump in the abdomen since 4 

months. We received a lobulated tumor which measured 40x25x20 cm3 and showed capsule. Cut 

surface was predominantly solid, grey white with areas of hemorrhage and necrosis along with cystic 

areas. Histopathology and immunohistochemistry revealed it to be a malignant EGIST of mesentery 

because of no continuity of the tumor with the small intestine microscopically.  

Conclusion: EGIST is a rare nonepithelial tumor of mesentery. Omentum histopathological 

examination is a standard technique to diagnose the tumor and to differentiate it 

immunohistochemically from other tumors having similar morphology. Correct diagnosis plays 

valuable role in the treatment. 
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Introduction 

Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are rare 

(0.1- 0.3%) of all gastrointestinal nonepithelial 

neoplasms.1 Diagnosis of GISTs relies on 

histological and immunohistochemical criteria. 

Neoplasms with histology and 

immunohistochemistry similar to Gastro-

intestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) occur outside 

the gastrointestinal tract (omentum, mesentery 

and retroperitoneum) rarely (5%) and are, so, 

called the Extra-gastrointestinal stromal tumors 

(EGISTs).2 Differential diagnosis of GIST 
include: tumors with smooth muscle 

differentiation: leiomyomas and 

leiomyosarcomas, gastric schwannomas, intra-

abdominal fibromatosis, inflammatory gastric 

polyp and inflammatory myofibroblastic 

pseudo-tumor.3 

Here, we report a case of EGIST of mesentery in 

a female patient.  

Case Report 

A 39 years old female presented to the surgical 

outpatient department with a lump in the 

abdomen since 4 months. The per-operative 

findings showed a lobulated tumor arising from 

the ante mesenteric border of the small intestine 

with separate feeding vessels. Operative 

diagnosis of ‘? GIST’ was made. We received a 
tumor measuring 40x25x20 cm3 and was 

capsulated and lobulated. Cut surface was 

predominantly solid, grey white with areas of 

hemorrhage and necrosis along with cystic areas 

(Fig. 1). Histological examination revealed 

tumor cells arranged in short, long fascicles and 

herring bone pattern with elongated individual 

tumor cells having oval to elongated nuclei with 
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blunt edges and eosinophilic indistinct cytoplasm 

(Fig. 2). Mitotic figures including atypical ones 

(9/ HPF) were noted along with necrosis and 

hemorrhage. The tumor cells showed positivity 

for CD- 117 (Fig. 3). However, no continuity 

was seen with small intestine microscopically. 

In this case, histologic evaluation indicated 

spindle cell type, high density of tumor cells, 

brisk mitoses (9/ HPF) and huge size 
(40x25x20cm3) strongly suggested malignant 

tumor. Based on the morphological findings 
supported by immunohistochemical profile, 
malignant Extra Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor 
of mesentery was diagnosed. 

 

Figure 1: Grossly tumor measured 40x25x20 

cm3 with lobulations. Cut surface was 
predominantly solid, grey white with areas of 
hemorrhage and necrosis. 

 

Figure 2: Elongated tumor cells arranged in 
fascicles having oval to elongated nuclei with 
blunt edges and eosinophilic indistinct 
cytoplasm. (H&E 10X) 

Figure 3: Tumor cells show strong positivity 
for CD 117 (IHC, 100X) 

Discussion 

Gastro-Intestinal Stromal Tumor (GISTs) are 

defined as spindle cell, epithelioid or 

occasionally pleomorphic mesenchymal tumors 

of the gastrointestinal tract which express the 

KIT protein detected at immunohistochemistry.4 

GIST are believed to originate from interstitial 

cells of cajal or their stem cell-like precursors. 
They are Kit and Kit-ligand (stem cell factor) 

positive and dependent cells.5 Sites for 

extraintestinal GIST (EGIST) include: 

mesentary, omentum, peritoneum, gallbladder 
and liver.4, 5  

Histologically EGISTs have a similar 

appearance to GISTs, and the EGIST is a 

distinctive entity, different from 

leiomyosarcomas.6 High cell density, 
karyomorphism, brisk mitoses, encroachment of 

blood vessels, size suggest malignant features of 

the tumor.6 EGIST express CD117 (c-kit 

receptor in 100%), CD34 (50%), neuronspecific 
enolase (44%), smooth muscle actin (26%), 

desmin (4%)  and S-100 protein (4%).7  

Of the omental EGISTs reported by various 
studies, the mean diameter of the tumor was 
15.35 cm.6, 7 In our case also, the tumor size was 
huge. Four various studies done in 99 omental 
and mesentric GIST, only 8 patients were under 
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40 years of age.  Out of 8 patients, 6 were 
females. None were younger than 30 years old; 
and only 5 were younger than 35 years old.3,4,6,8 

EGISTs are very rare in pediatric age group.3 

Similarly, in the study conducted over a period 

of 16 years in nine total cases, mean age of the 

patient was 59.6 years. Majority of the EGIST 

were located in the intra abdominal cavity, only 

one each in the retroperitoneum and in the 

jejunal mesentery with the mean diameter of 

15.6 cm.9 Tumor recurrences following surgical 

resection had been found in three patients and 

metastasis in two patients. This particular study 

reports the overall survival for female as 56.44 

months and for male 32.57 months with the 5 

years overall survival rate of 38%.9 

The overall survival rate for EGIST is 

comparatively lower than that of GIST with 1, 3 

and 5 years survival rate of 91.7%, 61.1% and 

48.9% respectively.10 However as for GIST, the 

survival is better with 1, 3 and 5 years survival 

rate of 98.0 %, 88.1% and 82.4% respectively.10 

The significant differences in survival rate could 

be due to huge tumor size and gastrointestinal 

bleeding in case of EGIST.9, 11 

Conclusion 

Even though extra-gastrointestinal stromal 

tumors are a rare entity, they should be 

considered in the differential diagnosis of solid 

masses of abdomen which can be easily 
diagnosed by histopathology. Correct diagnosis 
is important for proper treatment since it 
specifically responds to the c-kit selective 
tyrosine kinase inhibitor, Imatinib mesylate. 
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